NEPTUNE
BEP-20 AUD IT

Disclaimer

Neptune audits contracts in the Binance Smart Chain. Neptune NEVER
guarantees that an audited contract has no security vulnerabilities, but is only
there to point out obvious vulnerabilities and make them understandable for the
normal citizen. This means that this audit is purely an opinion and never a
financial recommendation. On the contrary, Neptune recommends that you do
not trade cryptocurrencies at all, as they are very volatile. The audit is only a
snapshot in time during the audit process. For example, some contracts can use
their functions to exclude investors from buying entirely or to deceive investors.
This means: Neptune illustrates its OWN opinion on found potential sources of
danger, it is not a guarantee for a safe investment and it is NOT a guarantee that
all functions that are read through are read out 100% correctly. There is always
the possibility that the developers/team are intentionally sabotaging their
projects or making an exit scam. If a project has a KYC title with us, we have
verified that the person is real and will provide information about that person in
case of an official request from law enforcement. However, we will not make the
information public. This is to protect against identity theft or other crimes.
Neptune will not stand in the way of a law enforcement investigation and will
share all information with the appropriate authorities. This is mainly to protect
investors.

Contract Address
0xC42eC65f615e6Fc8E57dcC37bd74a3162AE8fa37

AVAXWORLD
Token Overview
A NEW DECENTRALIZED WORLD
AVAXWORLD aims to become an
app that allows you to take loans
using crypto. It will launch on BSC
and then use Avalanche Accelerator
to build a lending app.

Total Supply
1.000.000.000 AXW

Compiler Version
v0.8.4+commit.c7e474f2

Decimals
18

Blockchain
Binance Smart Chain

Know your Customer

KYC Certificate
If a project has a KYC title with us, we have verified that the person
is real and will provide information about that person in the event
of an official law enforcement request. However, we will not make
information public. This is to protect against identity theft or other
crimes. Neptune will not stand in the way of any prosecution and
will provide all information to the appropriate authorities. This is
mainly for the protection of investors.

KYC STATUS:
APPROVED

Team
The Team & Structure
here you can find everything about the responsible team and their tasks

Team Location : Europe

ZENA

Ser Wavy

Leon Skum

Owner

Marketing Management

Community Management KYC

Compiler Errors

Procedure performed. No / low risk

Integer Overflow / Underflow

Procedure performed. No / low risk

Function Errors

Procedure performed. No / low risk

Can Access User Funds

Procedure performed. No / low risk

Exposed High Risk Functions

Procedure performed. No / low risk

Mint Function

Contract can add tokens to the
supply.

Blacklist

Contract can not blacklist.

Max Transaction

Contract can not change the
transaction limit.

Changeable Tax

Contract can change the taxes to a
maximum of 25%
Important: Contract Taxes can never be set over 25%.

Disable Trading

Contract can not disable trading.

Can Access User Funds

Contract can not access user funds.

Contract’s Potentially
Dangerous Functions
Please Consider!
Contracts are technical objects, some of
them have functions that can be dangerous
for investors. Important: Just because a
contract contains this function, it does not
mean that the project will essentially use it
for evil purposes. Always do your own
Research and take Risk into Calculation
when you invest into a Project.

Token Data

Supply

Top 10 Holder
Other Accounts

28,51%

61,51%

View the Locked Tokens here.
View the top Holders here.
The graph shows the top holders for the snapshot during the
audit. For your own safety, always check the locked tokens and the
current top holders before investing.

Total Supply
1.000.000.000 AXW

Pancakeswap V2 AXW 2
9,98%

Contract Transaction Fees
Here you will find the Contract Transaction Fees.
Note: For some contracts, these taxes can be subsequently increased or decreased.
This function does contain an upper limit, fees can not be set to more than 25.
That’s a good Sign of Security.

5%
AVAX Rewards

5%

5%

Liquidity

Marketing

+0%
Selltax

Website
1 year

Running

Found

Not found

No Issues

Domain Runtime

SSL Certificate

Contact Email

Malware

Responsive

https://www.avaxworld.tech

Disclaimer
Neptune distances itself in any course from the success or failure
of a project and is a purely objective opinion on the general
understanding of the contract and simplifies this opinion
generalized for the ordinary citizen. always make your own picture
of the project and invest only money that you can bear to lose.
Neptune clearly distances itself from the fact that this document is
a financial or investment recommendation. There will always be
the possibility that security vulnerabilities are overlooked or
ultimately not discovered. Furthermore, changes can always be
made to the facts of the analyzed contract after the audit, so that
our analysis always remains purely speculative and offers no
guarantee. We do not take any responsibility for this, because this
document is, as already mentioned, only a general presentation of
data. It has no influence on the analyzed project, nor can it save
you from a possible fraud.
Neptune generally advises against investing in cryptocurrencies or
similar speculative investments, as they are highly volatile and
dangerous. Always make up your own mind about the status of
the project.

Get your own Audit.
team@neptune-bsc.com
www.Neptune-bsc.com

Or write us a Message on Telegram.

